SAMPLE SCENARIOS AND QUESTIONS
The following are examples of typical scenarios that could be used in an oral examination,
including the initial questions that may be asked. Further follow-up questions will be asked
for each scenario. These will differ depending on your initial response and how the discussion
progresses throughout the examination.
>> As the (Name of CoC), what do you need to consider when introducing a new piece
of equipment to your operation?
>> You have received a call on the radio from a digger operator who has identified some
leads and unexploded product from a shot that was fired a week earlier.
–– As the (Name of CoC), what steps would you put in place to remedy the situation
to make it safe?
>> You have been appointed the Electrical Superintendent/Mechanical Superintendent
of a small operating underground gold mine. What activities would you want to include
in your first few days in the job?
>> As Ventilation Officer, the mine manager has asked you to do an inspection and a report
of all the fans and air movers in the mine. You start the inspection with the main fan and
then go underground to all the electrically powered auxiliary fans, and the air movers and
compressed air auxiliary fans
–– What are you inspecting and reporting at each point?
>> During an afternoon shift, you receive notification that someone has got their arm stuck
in a conveyor. You are not at the scene, but are on site.
–– As the (Name of CoC), what is your response?
>> You have been appointed the Electrical/Mechanical Superintendent of new mining operation
and you are required to establish the Electrical Engineering Control Plan/Mechanical Control
Plan and manage its implementation.
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–– What will this involve and cover?
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